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ABSTRACT  
 
Emission data and resulting emission factors from mobile sources provide indispensable 
parameters for decision making on regional air quality control. 
Such data, if sourced “from other cities”, usually disqualify as being too coarse as they do 
not reflect the local mix of vehicles, fuel and service quality and driving behavior. 
 
The paper describes a technology to instrument vehicles for accurate and cost- efficient 
acquisition of in-use motor vehicle emission data, while driving on the road. This includes a 
newly available on-board mobile/ portable emission measuring system, focusing on 
application in buses and trucks. 
Until recently, such data could only be obtained with the help of laboratories equipped with 
complex and costly emission chassis dynos. As such facilities rarely exist for heavy-duty 
vehicles, these major sources of air pollution are often excluded. 
Despite it’s small size and low power consumption, the new system uses laboratory-grade 
analyzers with inbuilt calibration gases. It delivers accurate values of emission mass as 
required by the legislation. 
The new tool will not only close some gaps in scientific work but will also empower local 
authorities to better manage and verify regional air- pollution reduction undertakings. 
 
Key Words: Real World Emissions, Emissions Factors, On Board Emissions Testing; Air 
Polution Models; Mobile Emission Measurement Systems (MEMS) 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is an ongoing dream of the test engineers to take measurements in-situ rather than 
taking the test object to a laboratory. This is even more true when it comes to the test 
of bulky objects such as a great number of different vehicles under the various 
driving conditions of a complex city. 
Advances in electronics, computerization and remote positioning now make it 
possible to perform ”laboratory grade” measurements of mass emissions (g/km or 
g/h) with mobile systems operated in the driving vehicle. 
This paper reports on this new solution. 
 
2. THE TASK 
 
Environmentalists, city and traffic planners need to know where, when and under 
what conditions the flowing traffic contributes to the overall pollution of a given city. 
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Ideally current data can be compared with future data by using alternative prediction 
models- some of which can be tested and evaluated at present by applying improved 
vehicle technology and better fuels. 
 

 
3. THE TASK 
 
As with all statistical methods the overall results improve significantly with the 
number of samples and the accuracy of its measurement. 
There is however a trade off between cost of sampling and quality needed. 
Starting with a coarse first overview followed by selected in-depth sampling usually 
offers optimized cost/ quality relations of good emission inventories 
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The need and desire of cities to have a correct
picture of its main transportation polluters

Three major factors influence quality:

• Emission Factors
Technology mix of vehicles
Age distribution of vehicles
Maintenance
Quality of fuel

• Driving- Activity and Behavior

• Traffic Congestion
Population of Vehicles

THE TASKTHE TASK
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• By sampling the emission of well selected
vehicles during their daily cruise

• By calculating the daily/ annual total emission
of each vehicle class, using statistical
methods

Creating Creating the the Emission InventoryEmission Inventory

THE SOLUTIONTHE SOLUTION
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4. THE PURPOSE 
 
Changing and improving the traffic system of a city is a cost intensive and has long 
lasting implications to many sectors. 
 
It is therefore imperative for the legislator to have on hand best possible data of the 
presence and trustworthy predictions for the future. 
 
To ensure sustainable improvements data validation with equal methods throughout 
the time line is required in addition. 

 
 
5. THE ALTERNATIVES 
 
For a start using emission inventories on traffic from other cities might be helpful. 
Inventories from cities in Industrialized countries will however provide wrong 
picture as technology and legislative are advanced. 
 
Inventories from Asian cities (such as Bangkok or Shanghai) will offer more useful 
data in future. 
 
Few cities have access to fully fledged emission test laboratories; even fewer have 
facilities allowing the testing of buses and trucks (PCD Bangkok). 
 
This is still not much help to all ”the other” cities in the region. 
 
The modern alternative thus is to pack a ”mobile emissions laboratory” to the sample 
vehicles- saving cost and gaining high flexibility 
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• To predict emission reductions by changing
fuel quality, fuel type, applying retrofit
devices or upgrading vehicle- and engine
technology

• To verify predicted improvements by
repeated and selected sampling after longer
time intervals

Key to PolicyKey to Policy

THE PURPOSETHE PURPOSE
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6. CALCULATING EMISSIONS INVENTORY 
 
An emission inventory shall give the total emissions occurring in a defined area. 
Areas under consideration reach from single streets up to total countries. All used 
models have the same simple approach where the total emissions are calculated 
from:  
 
with E.......total emissions in the area [e.g. g per day]  
v-km.........total vehicle mileage [e.g. km per day]  
e...............emission factor [g/km]  
 
Most simulation tools used for emission monitoring are global emission and 
inventory models. Such models are usually based on traffic statistics and measured 
“emission factors” where an emission factor gives the emission value e.g. in [g/km] 
for a defined vehicle category in a defined traffic situation. The definition of the 
“average” driving cycles for a traffic situation has a high influence on the resulting 
emission factors. Since vehicles are driven in cold and hot running conditions, uphill 
and downhill, empty and full loaded in situations from congestion to free flowing 
traffic and with drivers having very different driving styles, a huge variety of 
potential using patterns exist.  
 
As a result it is very difficult to define which driving situations are “relevant” for the 
air quality. Certainly all driving situations in which the most vehicle kilometer's are 
driven are relevant, e.g. highway driving with an average volume of traffic per lane.  
E.g. a total of 10 % of driving situations which have 200 % higher emission levels 
than the average will already give them 25 % of the total emissions (Hausberger, 
2003). 
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• Using emission factors and inventories
obtained by other cities or existing data bases

• Build, maintain and operate Vehicle Emission
Test Laboratories
Such Labs are beyond the reach of many who need data on
local emission and activity . Buses and trucks rarely covered!

• Fix Portable Emission Measuring Systems to
the vehicle and obtain emission data while
driving- “mobile emission laboratory“

THE ALTERNATIVESTHE ALTERNATIVES
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7. STEPS TO MORE ACCURATE INVENTORIES 
 
Existing Data Basis: 
 
USA: 
Mobile 5/5b, Mobile 6  
Europe: 
COPERT III; “German Handbook”; Artemis (not finalized) 
 
Beside their inaccuracy the main drawback of the 2 methods shown on left in the 
following slide is that they can not simulate “non standard” driving cycles 
sufficiently. Such cycles include different gear shift behaviours, road gradients, 
vehicle loadings and the usage of energy intensive auxiliaries like air conditioning. 
All of these “non standard” situations potentially have high effects on the emission 
levels  
 
Especially on HDV the influence of vehicle loading and road gradients has a very 
important effect. 
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Calculating Emissions InventoryCalculating Emissions Inventory

Emissions [g] = Driven Vehicle - km * Emissions factor [g/km]

Vehicle Fleet Average

Vehicle Categories

LD
 * Gasoline pre EURO
 * Gasoline EURO 1
 * .....
 * Diesel EURO 4

HD
 solo HD pre EURO
 solo HD EURO 1
 .....
 Semitrailer Truck EURO 4

.....
  .....
  .....

For all relevant Driving Conditions (urban to highway, cold- and
warmstarts, different gradients, different loadings,...)
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8. COMPARISON OF COMMON MODELS 
 
In the slide below Emission Factors with three different models are generated and 
compared. 
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Existing  Existing  Improved, maybe OK?Improved, maybe OK?   Sufficient for ActionSufficient for Action

Simulation Models
giving
emissions factors
as function of
cycle mean spead

Methoths
gaining emission maps
based on
vehicle-speed and -acceleration

Methods
gaining engine maps directly
from standard measurement
programmes.
Including:
- gear shift model
- transient correction
- cold start tool
- road gradients
- vehicle loading

Steps to More Accurate InventoriesSteps to More Accurate Inventories
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Bus (Diesel) 
”Handbook”Copert    MTC

CO       11.7           2.9          7.2
     HC         3.5           1.6          2.2

NOx       10.7           5.0        16.6
Part.         2.3           0.7          1.8

Taxi (Diesel)
      ”Handbook”Copert      MTC
CO         0.4           1.1        2.9
HC         0.08          0.3       0.9
NOx         0.5            1.1       1.4
Part.         0.1            0.3       0.4

Source: L. Erlandsson, MTC Sweden

Calculated Emission Factors (g/km), Calculated Emission Factors (g/km), at 40km/hat 40km/h
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The wealth of local factors as described affecting emissions are weighed to form the 
final factor 
There is no single “method” to design an emission factor 
Verification is essential (by the use of local emission laboratory and the help of new 
methods like PEMS) 
 
 
 
9. EXAMPLE FOR A EMISSION MODEL 
 
With a given driving cycle and road gradient the effective engine power is calculated 
in 1Hz frequency from the driving resistances and losses in the transmission system. 
The actual engine speed is simulated by the transmission ratios and a drivers gear 
shift model. The emissions are then interpolated from engine maps. Basically this 
method is capable of simulating the fuel consumption and the emissions for any 
driving cycle with any vehicle configuration. 
All models described use a lot of emission measurements as model input and most of 
them use the data for model validation as well. 
Measurements of fuel consumption and emissions are usually performed on roller 
test benches, engine test beds or on-board at the vehicle. Test beds have the 
advantage of exactly defined boundary conditions and thus a good repeatability. On-
board measurements can be performed in real world traffic which allow an easy and 
exact recording on the road.  
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10. TEST CYCLE EMISSION VERSUS REAL WORLD EMISSION 
 
The slide below shows the speed distribution of the New European Driving Cycle 
(NEDC), driven on a chassis dyno for Light Duty Vehicle. Additional to this 
legislative Cycle a “Real World Cycle”, which was recorded in real traffic, is shown. 
It is visible, that the real world cycle is more dynamic than the the NEDC and that 
the cycle mean velocity is higher. According to this the real world emissions can be 
higher than we expect it from the legislative measurements 

 
 
 

 
The investigation of HDV emissions in real world driving behavior shows us that 
since the introduction of the EURO 1 limits the emission levels have not decreased in 
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real world driving conditions to the same extent as the emission limits for the type 
approval have been reduced. Main reasons are found in the more sophisticated 
technologies for engine control and fuel injection. On the one hand these modern 
technologies are a prerequisite for reducing the environmental impacts of HDV 
engines, on the other hand they give freedom for different specific optimizations at 
different regions of the engine map. Since fuel costs are a main factor for the 
competitiveness of HDV engines, manufacturers optimize the engines towards high 
fuel efficiencies wherever possible. That affects especially the NOx emission levels. 
The steady state tests at the type approval can thus not ensure low emission levels for 
real world driving conditions. This was mainly found for EURO 2 engines tested 
with the R 49 steady state cycle while the European Stationary Cycle (ESC) valid for 
EURO 3 engines improves the situation. But still a broad range of the engine map is 
not controlled sufficiently.  
 
11. REQUIREMENT FOR MOBILE EMISSION TESTING 
 
Cause of the demand to measure and audit Real World Emissions US Environmental 
Protection Agency founded a initiative to develop Mobile Emission Measurement 
Systems  (MEMS) with the following requirements. 
 

 
The contribution of transport to air pollution is of major concern in Europe. The 
member states of the European Union need efficient policy monitoring tools to check 
the in-use conformity of road vehicles with the emissions standards. The extraction 
of engines from heavy-duty vehicles or heavy non-road machinery to compare 
pollutant emissions against legislative limits is for several reasons impractical. A 
new approach to in-use conformity checking is needed. Therefore, the European 
Commission, through DG ENTR, is proposing to develop a protocol for in-use 
conformity checking (IUC) of heavy-duty vehicles based on the use of Portable 
Emissions Measuring Systems (PEMS).  
 

Instrumented Vehicle BAQ2004-12
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US EPA Statement [G. Tierny]:

High quality lab grade instruments
FID for THC (NDIR insufficient)
NDIR for CO
NDUV for NOx (as good as chemi)
Microbalance for PM (coming soon)

Full activity/environmental data collection
GPS, cellular modem, grade sensors, temperature,

pressure, humidity, etc.

Designed for both electronics-equipped and pre-
electronics technology

Requirements for Mobile Emissions TestingRequirements for Mobile Emissions Testing
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A similar approach is followed by the US-Environmental Protection Agency (US-
EPA) who initiated a research into the use of portable systems as a tool for in-use 
conformity checking of vehicles and engines. Their proposed method for IUC shall 
be applicable to 2007 and later model years (heavy-duty and non-road) engines.  
 
12. APPROACH TO TEST REAL WORLD EMISSIONS 
 
Cause of this need, AVL List GmbH of Graz and the analyzer specialist Sensors, Inc. 
of Saline, Michigan USA, have signed a Cooperation in august of 2004 to roll out a 
new tool and method of measuring “Real World Emissions”  

 
 
The SEMTECH product line was developed in response to regulatory concerns that 
air quality has not improved despite the increased stringency in standards over the 
past several decades.  Deploying technology which can gather vehicle emissions 
information from virtually all on- and off-road vehicles makes it useful for a variety 
of purposes, including: 
- Development of realistic mobile emissions models 
- Determining the effectiveness of after treatment devices 
- Meeting passenger vehicles and trucks in use compliance and  NTE requirements 
- Detecting and solving driveability problems 
- Certification and compliance of vehicle fleets 
- Supplements dynamometer testing 

Instrumented Vehicle BAQ2004-13

Instrumented In-Use-Vehicles, a Versatile Tool to Measure Emissions

--> Compact solution for emission
analyses of all kinds of vehicles
during real world driving
conditions

Simultaneously  acquisition of
NO, NO2, CO, CO2, THC
and of  the exhaust gas flow

Online data acquisition of engine
relevant parameters and of GPS
data for calculating  emissions of
road trials (e.g. in g/km)

Cooperation Sensors, Inc. & AVL

New Approach to test Real World EmissionsNew Approach to test Real World Emissions
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The diagram below shows the real world Nox emissions as a function of the driving 
speed. The maxima of Nox are about 4 times higher than the legislative limits for this 
vehicle type. 

 
 
13. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presented a survey of methods for measuring and simulating vehicle 
emissions in real world driving conditions. As a result of the increased complexity of 
electronic engine control systems where the application has a high influence on the 
emission behaviour of the vehicles the established models become increasingly 
inaccurate. 
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LD Vehicle, On Board Emission TestingLD Vehicle, On Board Emission Testing

Challenge Bibendum 2004, Shanghai
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SEMTECH-G Road Test on 1997 Ford Escort, 9/7/01
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Compared to traditional testing in emission test cells alone, on-vehicle, on-road 
emissions measurements using Mobile Emission Measurement Systems (MEMs) 
provide a broader and deeper understanding of how an engine and vehicle actually 
performs over its useful life. Regulatory agencies worldwide require laboratory based 
vehicle certification and subsequently most research to meet these requirements is 
carried out in emission test cells. Although remarkable improvements have been 
achieved this way, to make additional substantial improvements in vehicular 
emissions and over all air quality, it is necessary to supplement the traditional 
laboratory certification and research activities with in-use, on-road emission 
measurements using MEMs. 
The accurate measurement of real world emissions levels is especially important for 
developing accurate emission inventories for future years and predicting effects of 
emission control strategies.  
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In-Use Vehicle Emissions Testing, ConclusionsIn-Use Vehicle Emissions Testing, Conclusions

• True picture of real world
vehicle pollution

• Filling the gap lost by
certification testing

• Efficient way of
validating emissions
inventories

• Possibility to measure
emissions of vehicles, it
does not fit into a
chassis dyno
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